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One of the most important roles 
in any lifting operation is the 
signalperson. Acting as the eyes and 

ears for the crane operator, signal persons are 
responsible for maintaining communication 
with the crane operator at all times. 

When is a signal person required?
Questions sometimes arise as to when exactly 

a signal person is required? According to 
OSHA, a signal person is required when the 
point of operation is not in full view of the 
operator (1926.1419(a)). A signal person is also 
required when the operator’s view is obstructed 
in the direction the equipment is traveling and 
when either the operator or the person handling 
the load determines that a signal person is 
needed because of site-specific safety concerns.

What does a signal person 
need to know? 
The signal person is considered qualified if he 
or she: 
n  Knows and understands the type of signals 

used at the worksite. 
n Is competent in using these signals. 
n  Understands the operations and limitations  

of the equipment, including the crane 
dynamics involved in swinging, raising, 
lowering and stopping loads and in boom 
deflection from hoisting loads. 

n  Knows and understands the relevant signal 
person qualification requirements specified 
in subpart CC (1926.1419-1926.1422; 
1926.1428). 

n  Passes an oral or written test and a practical 
test.

How does a signal person 
become qualified? 
Employers must use one of the following 
options to ensure that a signal person is 
qualified (see 1926.1428).

n    THIRD PARTY QUALIFIED EVALUATOR.  
The signal person has documentation from 

a third party qualified evaluator showing 
that he or she meets the qualification 
requirements. 

n  EMPLOYER’S QUALIFIED EVALUATOR  
(NOT A THIRD PARTY).  
The employer’s qualified evaluator assesses 
the individual, determines the individual 
meets the qualification requirements, 
and provides documentation of that 
determination. This assessment may not be 
relied on by other employers.  
Refer to 1926.1401 for definitions of qualified 
evaluators.

What if Standard Method  
hand signals can’t be used? 
When using hand signals, the Standard 
Method must be used; however, there are a 
few exceptions. In scenarios where use of the 
Standard Method for hand signals is infeasible, 
or where an operation or use of an attachment 
is not covered in the Standard Method, non-
standard hand signals may be used in if they 
meet the following requirements from subpart 
CC 1926.1419(c): 
n  When using non-standard hand signals, 

the signal person, operator, and lift director 
(where there is one) must contact each other 
prior to the operation and agree on the non-
standard hand signals that will be used.

n  New signals. Signals other than hand, voice, 
or audible signals may be used where the 
employer demonstrates that:

→  1926.1419(d)(1) The new signals provide 
at least equally effective communication as 
voice, audible, or Standard Method hand 
signals, or

→  1926.1419(d)(2) The new signals comply with 
a national consensus standard that provides 
at least equally effective communication as 
voice, audible, or  
Standard Method hand signals.  n
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SC&RA Crane and 
Rigging Workshop 
Glendale, AZ 
www.scranet.org

October 1-3, 2019
ICUEE DEMO EXPO 
Louisville, KY
www.icuee.com

October 8-10, 2019
Breakbulk Americas
Houston, TX
www.breakbulk.com

October 16, 209
Lift & Move USA 
BOSS Crane & Rigging, 
Bennett International
Longview, TX
www.liftandmoveusa.com

October 27-29, 2019
AWRF Fall 
General Meeting
San Diego, CA
www.awrf.org

November 7, 2019
Lift & Move USA
Liebherr
Houston, TX
www.liftandmoveusa.com

November 13-14, 2019 
World Crane & 
Transport Summit 
Amsterdam, Netherlands
www.khl-wcts.com

November 19-21, 2019
Power-Gen
International 
New Orleans, LA
www.power-gen.com 

January 8-11, 2020
SC&RA Board & 
Committee Meeting
Cabo, Mexico
www.scranet.org

February 18-21, 2020
SC&RA Specialized 
Transportation 
Symposium 
Charlotte, NC
www.scranet.org

March 10-14, 2020
ConExpo-Con/Agg 
Trade Show 
Las Vegas, NV
www.conexpoconagg.com

Eyes and ears
Bill Smith discusses Subpart CC — Signal Person Review.
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 How do you know exactly 

when a signal person is required 

on a jobsite? According to OSHA, 

a signal person is required when 

the point of operation is not in full 

view of the operator. 
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